
Bidders Guide -  July 2024
Auction 

Lot #
Title Description Catagory Starting 

Price
Closing 

time

1 Exquisite 19th c. button with 
gold paillons on cobalt enamel.

19th c. Cobalt enamel ground with gold foil paillons and enamel pierreries, set in 
unmarked silver with a paste border.  Enamel is a bit loose but secure. NBS Large ( 1 
3/8”)

19th c. Buttons $25.00 7:30 PM

2 An 18th c. detailed painting 
under glass of traveler on bridge 
button.

18th c. Painting on paper (watercolor) under glass of a traveler on a bridge viewing a 
mountain range in mist - set in metal with a copper rim. NBS Large (1 1/2”)

18th c. Buttons $25.00 7:30 PM

3 An 18th c. Unusual night scene 
painting under glass button.

18th c. Painting on paper under glass of an unusual night scene of a church - set in 
metal with a copper rim. NBS Large (1 1/2”)

18th c. Buttons $25.00 7:30 PM

4 An 18th c. Pierced steel button. 18th c. Pierced steel button with faceted steels. Similar to BBB plate 71 #4. NBS 
Large (1 7/16”)

18th c. Buttons $25.00 7:30 PM

5 Fabulous creature on metal 
button.

19th c. “Drum-like” shape metal button of a fabulous creature. NBS Large (1 1/2”) Mythological Buttons $25.00 7:30 PM

6 Kate Harris’s Arts & Crafts 
Hallmarked silver button of 
child’s head

Early 20th c. Arts & Crafts Silver button of a child’s head by Kate Harris. Hallmarked: 
Birmingham 1903. Back mark with register number. Sometimes made with enamel. 
NBS Medium. (1")

Silver Buttons $25.00 7:00 PM

7 Transparent green glass button 
with bow.

19th c. Transparent green glass with faceted border with brass bow and marcasite 
trim. NBS Medium (1 3/16”)

Glass Buttons $25.00 7:00 PM

8 Two buttons of faceted aqua 
glass with goldstone.

Late 18th c. - early 19th c. Two buttons of faceted aqua glass with goldstone 
mounted in heavy silver with large shank. NBS Medium (5/8”)

Glass in Metal Buttons $25.00 7:00 PM

9 Porcelain button with floral 
design.

19th c. Porcelain button with Dresden-style floral transfer. NBS Large (1 5/8”) Ceramic Buttons $25.00 7:00 PM

10 RARE 19th c. Porcelain “convex 
plate” shape button of couple.

Rare button shape. 19th c. Transfer and painted plate shape porcelain button with 
convex center of couple in 17th c. Watteau painting style. Note chips on back. NBS 
Large (1 1/2”)

Ceramic Buttons $25.00 7:30 PM

11 Liverpool transfer of man’s head 
on ceramic button.

19th c. Liverpool transfer of a man’s head on ceramic set in brass. Similar to BBB 
plate 5. NBS Medium (1”)

Ceramic Buttons $25.00 7:00 PM

12 Carved pearl button of woman 
gathering with a net.

19th c. Carved gray pearl button of a woman gathering with a net with irregular 
Rococo border of gilded brass with openwork. Paris Back: E.M. Paris.  NBS Medium 
(1 1/8”)

Pearl and Shell 
Buttons

$25.00 7:00 PM

13 Pearl button with gold rose. 19th c. Smoky pearl button, incised and inked with gold foil and paint design of a 
rose. NBS  Medium (1 1/4”)

Pearl and Shell 
Buttons

$25.00 7:00 PM

14 Horn inlay button of a violet. 19th c. Horn button with inlay of pearl and silver of a violet. NBS Medium (7/8”) Plant Life Buttons $25.00 7:00 PM

15 Imitation Satsuma brass button 
of iris. 

19th c. Brass button with paint finish and gold luster of iris to imitate Satsuma. NBS 
Medium (1 1/8”)

Plant Life Buttons $25.00 6:30 PM

16 Black glass button of Madame 
Chrysanthemum 

19th c. Molded black glass  button with gold luster of Madame Chrysanthemum. 
This button has a fabulous shape and border of bamboo with dragonfly hovering 
above. Similar to BBB plate 236 #15. NBS Large (1 7/16”)

Black Glass Buttons $25.00 6:30 PM

17 Wood button of Punchinello 
riding a donkey.

19th c. Wood button with large stamped bronze tinted brass escutcheon of 
Punchinello riding a donkey. Similar to BBB plate 123 #18. NBS Large (1 5/8”)

Story Buttons $25.00 6:30 PM

18 Flecked horn button with silver 
Eiffel Tower.

19th c. Flecked horn button with engraved silver inlay of Eiffel Tower. NBS Medium 
(1 3/16”)

Architectural Buttons $25.00 6:30 PM

19 Brass button of hunter being 
chased by a boar.

19th c. Stamped and copper tinted brass button of a hunter being chased over a 
fence by a wild boar.  Highly sculptural. NBS Medium (1 1/4”)

Story Buttons $25.00 6:30 PM

20 Vintage casein button of a 
dragon.

Early 20th c. Carved and incised casein with open work of a dragon. NBS Large. (1 
13/16“)

Vintage Plastic Buttons $25.00 6:00 PM

21 Painted silk garter button of an 
Asian man.

Early 20th c. Painted silk garter button of an Asian man. Gathered fabric back. NBS 
Medium (1’)

Fabric Buttons $25.00 6:00 PM

22 Amber glass button of a dolphin. Amber glass with frosted surface and raised smooth dolphin. Plate shank. NBS 
Large (1 5/16’)

Glass Buttons $25.00 6:00 PM

23 Resin button of man dressed as 
Santa playing an accordion.

Resin button of man dressed as Santa Claus playing an accordion. Back marked: 
Expedit Paris. NBS Large (1 1/2”)

People Buttons $25.00 6:00 PM

24 Golem Studio oval ceramic 
button of morning glories.

Extra large oval ceramic button of flowers (morning glories). Golem back mark. Not a 
Studio, sold commercially. NBS Large  (1 15/16”)

Ceramic Buttons $25.00 7:30 PM

25 Dragon’s Breath glass set in 
silver button.

Dragon’s Breath button set in silver. Back mark: Sterling. NBS Small (7/16”) Glass in Metal Buttons $25.00 7:30 PM

26 Large Satsuma button of basket 
of flowers “Hanakago.”

Lovely older Satsuma button of a basket of flowers “Hanakago.” This button can be 
found in “Satsuma Buttons and Buckles” by Nishida and Allen p 46 (top right). 
Satsuma are ceramics hand painted by Japanese artists for export. Late 19th c. - 
early 20th c. Baskets are hard-to-find in Satsuma buttons. NBS Large (1  5/8”)

Satsuma Buttons $25.00 7:30 PM

27 Unusual large cobalt blue Bimini 
glass button

Unusual cobalt blue Bimini glass button with red glass accents. Back marked: Made 
in England / potted plant. NBS Large (1 1/2”)

Glass Buttons $25.00 7:30 PM

28 Embossed leather on wood 
button of a dog. 

Embossed leather on wood button of a dog. Barrel shape, not a ball. This button 
came off a Chinese robe. NBS (5/8”)

Animal Buttons $25.00 7:00 PM

29 Large aluminum button of a dog 
head by Eutzy.

Large cast aluminum button of a dog head by Eutzy. NBS Large (1 7/8”) Animal Buttons $25.00 7:00 PM

30 A 19th c. “Norwalk” pottery 
button.. 

19th c. Glazed earthenware pottery made in Connecticut (1825-1853) referred to as 
“Norwalk” pottery. BBB plate 7 # 3. Pin shank. NBS Medium (1 3/16”)

Ceramic Buttons $25.00 7:00 PM
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31 Set of six ceramic buttons 
inspired by Joan Miro.

“L’Enfance d’Ubu” Set of 6 ceramic buttons inspired by art by Joan Miro on original 
card. NBS Small (5/8”)

Ceramic Buttons $25.00 7:00 PM

32 “Mermaid with Moonstone” 
sterling silver button.

Sterling silver button with mermaid and moonstone. Back mark: 925. NBS Medium 
(7/8”)

Mythological Buttons $25.00 7:00 PM

33 William Spratling, tortoise on 
sterling Mexican silver button.

Tortoise prong set in Mexican sterling silver button by William Spratling. Back mark: 
William Spratling and bell mark. NBS Medium (1”)

Natural Material 
Buttons

$25.00 7:00 PM

34 An 18th c. Habitat button of bird 
in foliage. 

Unique 18th c. Habitat button. Real feathers and plants under glass with tin back 
and copper rim. NBS Large (1 7/16”)

18th c. Buttons $25.00 7:30 PM

35 Cameo carved natural material 
set in silver button.

Cameo carved natural material oval button of seated woman pulling a veil over her 
nakedness set in silver (?). NBS Large (1 7/8” high)

People Buttons $25.00 7:30 PM

36 Reverse painted teardrop 
shaped button of woman 
gathering water.

Twilight scene of woman gathering water. Reverse painted under glass set in silver 
with real butterfly wing background. Back mark: Silver. NBS Large (2” high)

Glass in Metal Buttons $25.00 7:30 PM

37 Adorable enamel button of a 
hound wearing a collar.

Enamel on white metal oval button. Hound wearing a blue collar. Note some surface 
wear. NBS Medium (3/4” high) 

Animal Buttons $25.00 7:30 PM

38 Porcelain button of women 
gossiping under a tree.

Early 20th c. Transfer and painted image of three women on porcelain set in brass. 
NBS Large. (1 13/16“)

Ceramic Buttons $25.00 7:00 PM

39 Lovely porcelain button of 
courting couple with rococo 
border.

Late 19th c. - early 20th c. Transfer and painted image of man whispering into 
woman’s ear on porcelain with gold painted rococo border.  Self shank. Back mark: 
37. NBS Large. (1 5/16“)

Ceramic Buttons $25.00 7:00 PM

40 Champlevé enamel button of 
woman in 18th c. apparel.

Champlevé enamel and Basse-taille on white metal of a woman in 18th c. apparel 
set in brass. Champlevé is an enameling technique which consists of cutting away 
cells in a metal plate and filling the depressions with pulverized vitreous enamel. 
Basse-taille, (French: “low-cut”), an enameling technique in which a metal surface is 
engraved or carved in low relief and then covered with translucent vitreous enamel. 
Note some surface scratches. NBS Large. (1 1/2”)

Enamel Buttons $25.00 7:00 PM

41 Satsuma button of a rushing, 
wild boar.

Wild boars rush forward bravely without fear. The boar is one of the animals depicted 
in Japanese zodiac. Satsuma are ceramics hand painted by Japanese artists for 
export. Late 19th c. - early 20th c. NBS Medium (1 1/8”)

Satsuma Buttons $25.00 7:00 PM

42 Satsuma button of two birds 
flying under bamboo.

Two birds flying under bamboo. Satsuma are ceramics hand painted by Japanese 
artists for export. Late 19th c. - early 20th c. NBS Medium (1”)

Satsuma Buttons $25.00 7:00 PM

43 Monkey with turnip wood button. Incised and painted bone set in boxwood, Asian button. NBS Large (1 15/16”) Animal Buttons $25.00 7:00 PM

44 White metal “door knocker” 
button.

Stamped white metal button of a roaring lion head door knocker, rococo border, and 
wall paper background. NBS Large (1 3/8”)

Architectural Buttons $25.00 7:30 PM

45 Hallmarked silver button of a 
horse drawn cart.

Silver button of a man driving a horse drawn cart under bright sun. Hallmarked. NBS 
Medium. (1")

Silver Buttons $25.00 7:30 PM

46 Hallmarked silver sporting button 
of a bird.

Late 18th c. - early 19th c. Silver British sporting button of a flying snipe (?). 
Hallmarked. NBS Medium. (13/16“)

Sporting Buttons $25.00 7:30 PM

47 Hallmarked silver button of a 
courting couple.

Silver button of a man playing music for a woman in a garden. Hallmarked: 
Birmingham 1901 Maker: L&S NBS Large (1 5/16”)

Silver Buttons $25.00 7:00 PM

48 “A Peasant Woman” Continental 
silver button.

Silver button of a peasant woman drawing water from a well. Stamped on front “84.” 
Twisted wire border. Most likely Continental silver. BBB plate 75 #11. NBS Medium (1 
3/16”)

Silver Buttons $25.00 7:00 PM

49 Peasant silver filigree dress 
button.

Late 19th c. - early 20th c. Dutch flat filigree button - Hollow dome in the center 
surrounded by  a ring of wrapped wire, and a circle of small coiled rings with rim of 
braided wire - all fixed to the framework of wire strips radiating from the center. 
Marked on side of shank with a tiny sword mark. Button is in the book “Peasant 
Silver Buttons” by Jane Perry p. 48. NBS Large (1 5/16”)

Silver Buttons $25.00 7:00 PM

50 Niello silver button of a realistic 
fan.

Silver fan button with openwork from Thailand (1945 - 1949) Niello work is a 
technique where details are engraved into background of blackened silver. Back 
mark: Sterling and Made in Siam.  NBS Medium (1 1/4” wide)

Object Buttons $25.00 7:00 PM

51 RARE unusual mother/daughter 
buttons of left hand holding a 
peacock feather fan.

RARE unusual mother/daughter (or big/little sister) buttons of a left hand holding 
peacock feather fan. Stamped and tinted brass buttons with openwork. NBS 
Medium (1 1/16”) and Small (9/16”)

Object Buttons $25.00 6:30 PM

52 Realistic acrobat on a trapeze 
“Under the Big Top” favor 
button.

“Under the Big Top” favor button from NERBA 1999. Yellow metal with cold enamel 
(?) button of a realistic acrobat on a trapeze. NBS Medium (1 1/4”)

Show Favor Buttons $25.00 6:30 PM

53 White & black glass “man in the 
moon” button. 

Man in the moon with star button. White glass set in metal with cut through black 
glass sheet overlay. Note surface condition. NBS Medium (15/16”)

Astronomical Buttons $25.00 6:30 PM

54 Vintage acrylic shot “Loose Lips 
Sink Ships” button.

Gloved hand over lips. Acrylic shot is made from little beads of plastic melted into a 
mold. NBS large. (1 9/16" wide)

Vintage Plastic Buttons $25.00 6:30 PM

55 Huge Vintage huge celluloid 
button of a realistic strawberry 
(?).

Vintage celluloid button with paint of an extra large realistic strawberry (?). NBS 
Large (2 3/4”)

Vintage Plastic Buttons $25.00 6:30 PM

56 Mary Gaumond’s red bird glass 
studio button.

So cute! Red cardinal on a branch with leaves.- lamp worked glass button by Mary 
Gaumond, studio artist from NJ. Artist’s mark. NBS Medium (1 1/4”)

Studio Buttons $25.00 6:30 PM

57 Large handmade copper and 
brass button of a buffalo.

Two piece button with leaping brass buffalo over handmade copper disk. NBS Large 
(1 11/16”)

Animal Buttons $25.00 6:30 PM

58 Three assorted buttons of heads 
including an 18th c. Wedgwood.

An 18th c. Wedgewood button of man’s head set in brass (note tiny chip on neck), a 
Liverpool transfer button of a woman’t head set in brass with Paris back mark 
(Similar to BBB plate 5), and a pewter button with verbal (G.W.) and head with stars. 
NBS Medium  (3/4” - 15/16”)

People Buttons $25.00 6:30 PM
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59 Three assorted ceramic buttons 
of U.S. presidents.

A Jasperware studio button of President Ronald Reagan by Stella Rzanski, a 
porcelain transfer button of President & Mrs. Lyndon B. Johnson, and a porcelain 
transfer of President John F. Kennedy. NBS Medium - Large (1 1/8”- 1 3/4”)

People Buttons $25.00 6:00 PM

60 Three assorted buttons  - deer 
and a goat.

A Jasperware studio button of mountain goat by Shirley Shaw (back mark: Shirley), a 
watch crystal studio button of running buck buck (back mark:UL ’94), and a painted 
ceramic button of a buck. NBS  Medium (1 1/16” - 1 1/4”)

Animal Buttons $25.00 6:00 PM

61 Two Jasperware studio buttons 
by Shirley Shaw.

2 Jasperware studio buttons by Shirley Shaw - a woman feeding geese and a 
courting couple. Signed and dated on back by the artist. NBS Large (1 5/8” - 1 1/2”)

Studio Buttons $25.00 6:00 PM

62 Three brass buttons of famous 
people’s heads.

A button with 3 brass heads -Sir Walter Raliegh, De Soto and Hector mounted on 
brass and set in steel cup with heads divided by a row of faceted steels. BBB plate 
228 #6. A stamped and tinted brass button with openwork and steels of Queen 
Elizabeth of Bavaria. A stamped and tinted brass button with openwork and steels of 
King Arthur.  NBS Large (1 3/8” - 1 1/2”)

People Buttons $25.00 6:00 PM

63 Six assorted metal buttons of 
lions.

Six assorted buttons of lions including realistic Danforth pewter, mother/daughter 
sizes of stamped and tinted brass, stamped brass with open work and steels, 
domed white metal, and stamped tinned white metal. NBS Medium (5/8” - 1 1/2”)

Animal Buttons $25.00 5:30 PM

64 Two Victorian white metal with 
pastes buttons.

19th c. Victorian buttons with open work and pastes. NBS Medium and Large (1 1/8” 
- 1 1/2”)

19th c. Buttons $25.00 5:30 PM

65 Seven assorted glass studio 
paperweight buttons.

Seven glass studio paperweight buttons, most by Teressa Rarig. The button with 
flower center is an unsigned studio. NBS Small - Medium (7/16” -1”)

Studio Buttons $25.00 5:30 PM

66 Twenty one diminutive and small 
buttons.

Twenty one buttons including 3-hole, calico, brass acorns, brass Sarah Bernhardt, 
glass, enamel, vegetable ivory, black glass, etc. NBS Diminutive and Small

Diminutive Buttons $25.00 5:30 PM

67 Deccan silver button of palm 
tree, moon and crown.

Mid 20th c. Deccan button of stamped silver. Back marked. Deccan is from the 
Deccan region of India. NBS Medium. (7/8")

Silver Buttons $25.00 5:30 PM

68 Eleven of assorted foreign and 
U.S. Uniform buttons.

Including Rough Riders, Democratic Club, Schools, Clubs, etc. Many with back 
marks. NBS Small - Medium (5/8” - 1”)

Uniform Buttons $25.00 5:30 PM

69 Large Chinese Peking glass 
button of man fishing in a boat.

Man fishing in a boat button. Peking glass is an overlay carved glass created by 
layering material around a core, similar to cameo glass. Peking glass originated in 
18th century China during the rule of the Qing Dynasty in China. This button is white 
with blue glass, a more contemporary 20th century example. NBS Large (1 1/4”)

Glass Buttons $25.00 7:30 PM

70 Porcelain button of women in 
blue and pink hat.

Late 19th c. - early 20th c. Transfer and painted image of pretty woman in blue and 
pink hat on porcelain set in gilded brass. NBS Medium  (1“)

People Buttons $25.00 7:30 PM

71 An 18th c. Habitat button of real 
bug and plants.

18th c. Habitat button. Real bug and plants under glass with tin back and copper 
rim. NBS Large (1 3/8”)

18th c. Buttons $25.00 7:30 PM

72 Japanese Shakudo button of 
bird and butterfly among flowers.

Lovely Shakudo button of a bird and butterfly among flowers. Shakudo is a 
Japanese alloy of gold & copper (typically 4–10% gold, 96–90% copper), which can 
be treated to develop a black, or sometimes indigo, patina, resembling lacquer, in 
which gold, silver & copper metals are inlaid in to the metal base. Note back has 
been replaced. NBS Medium (1”)

Metal Buttons $25.00 7:30 PM

73 Highly Collectible 3rd Avenue 
Silver button of “Automobile.”

“Automobile” Silver button of people riding in antique car - early 20th c. Austrian 
made Silver buttons that were sold in NYC in 1950’s. Back mark: Knopf König Graz 
NBS Small (3/4”)

Silver Buttons $25.00 7:30 PM

74 Silvered brass button of early 
automobile.

Stamped and silvered brass button of early automobile. NBS Large (1 1/2”) Transportation Buttons $25.00 7:00 PM

75 Hallmarked silver button of 
woman among flowers.

Silver button with open work of a woman among flowers. Hallmarked: Silver 
Birmingham 1901 Maker: L&S. NBS Medium. (1 3/16“)

Silver Buttons $25.00 7:00 PM

76 Hallmarked silver button of a 
musician playing.

Unusual Hallmark. Silver button of a musician playing a stringed instrument. 
Hallmarked. NBS Medium. (1 1/16“)

Silver Buttons $25.00 7:00 PM

77 “Horse” Jacksonian button. 19th c. (1825 -1840) Jacksonian Commemorative gilt brass waistcoat button 
“Horse”. Back mark: Superior. In BBB plate 82 #3. NBS Small (1/2”)

Commemorative 
Buttons

$25.00 7:00 PM

78 A 19th c. Enamel button of 
bouquet of wild flowers.

19th c. Painted enamel button of bouquet of wild flowers set in gilded brass with 
open work. NBS Large (1 7/16”)

Enamel Buttons $25.00 7:00 PM

79 Two buttons of molded horn. Two molded horn buttons including a sew thru bird (a swallow) and “Cupid taking 
aim” BBB plate 189 #6. NBS Medium (1” - 1 1/4”)

Natural Material 
Buttons

$25.00 7:00 PM

80 Two 18th c. buttons and a 19th 
c. button.

An 18th c. French Passementerie - Tarnished silver & gold bullion threads over wood 
with a thread back, an 18th c. French Repoussé button with wood back (note 
missing cat gut shank) and 19th c. Embroidered fabric paisleys. NBS Medium (1” - 1 
3/16”)

18th c. Buttons $25.00 7:00 PM

81 SCARCE “Ole Bull” button and 
one other.

Scarce “Ole Bull” BBB plate 201 #2 depicts Norwegian violinist, Ole Bull - stamped 
and tinted brass to show steel moon with white metal collet. Second button is 
“Bullfighter” BBB Plate 74 #9 - stamped brass applied to basket weave background. 
NBS Small and Large (11/16” and 1 1/2”)

Story Buttons $25.00 7:00 PM

82 Bethlehem pearl #16 “Scalloped 
Shell” button.

“Scalloped Shell” Intricate carved mother-of-pearl with open work made in 
Bethlehem, c.1950’s. Original sticker on back “Made in Bethlehem Jordon. NBS 
Large. (1 7/16")

Pearl and Shell 
Buttons

$25.00 7:00 PM

83 Sporting button of a wild boar. Brass running boar escutcheon on smoky pearl button. NBS Large. (1 1/4“) Sporting Buttons $25.00 6:30 PM

84 Two design under glass buttons. A reverse painted paisleys under dome glass set in brass and white metal flowers 
over fabric background under glass set in white metal. NBS Large (1 1/2” - 1 3/4’)

Glass in Metal Buttons $25.00 6:30 PM

85 A 19th c. Ruby glass set in metal 
button.

19th c. Ruby glass set in brass with border of pastes. NBS Medium (1 1/8”) 19th c. Buttons $25.00 6:30 PM

86 Two gay 90’s type buttons. A faceted blue glass jewel in set in brass and a domed glass set in white metal with 
open work. NBS Large (1 3/4”)

Glass in Metal Buttons $25.00 6:30 PM
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87 Vintage Bakelite button with 
unusual brass flower.

Vintage Bakelite button with a brass flower with an unusual crackle-type finish. NBS 
Large (1 3/4”)

Bakelite Buttons $25.00 6:30 PM

88 Natural material set in boxwood 
button of a frog.

Incised and painted natural material set in boxwood button of a frog. NBS Large. (1 
7/16")

Animal Buttons $25.00 6:30 PM

89 Flowers growing on trellis natural 
material button.

Incised and painted natural material button of flowers growing on a trellis. Asian 
back mark. NBS Large. (1 3/8“)

Plant Life Buttons $25.00 6:30 PM

90 Child playing a drum natural 
material button.

Carved and inked natural material button of a child playing a drum. NBS Large (1 
3/8”)

People Buttons $25.00 6:30 PM

91 Kangaroo natural material 
button.

Carved, inked and painted natural material button of a kangaroo.  Asian back mark. 
NBS Large (1 3/8”)

Animal Buttons $25.00 6:30 PM

92 White rabbits Netsuke style 
natural material button.

Adorable white rabbits carved in the in a Netsuke style (on all sides) natural material 
with painted eyes OME. NBS Large (1 3/8” wide)

Animal Buttons $25.00 6:30 PM

93 Extra large seahorse Netsuke 
style natural material button.

Extra large seahorse carved in the in a Netsuke style (on all sides) natural material 
with glass eyes OME. NBS Large (2 3/4” high)

Animal Buttons $25.00 6:30 PM

94 Extra large parrot natural material 
button.

Extra large carved, inked and painted natural material button of a parrot with glass 
eyes OME. NBS Large (2 1/2” high)

Animal Buttons $25.00 6:30 PM

95 Colorful chicken and flowers 
natural material button.

Colorful chicken and flowers carved, and painted natural material button. NBS Large 
(2 1/8”)

Animal Buttons $25.00 6:30 PM

96 Reverse carved acrylic button of 
swimming swan.

Swimming swan button reverse carved and painted acrylic/Lucite button with 
beveled edge. NBS Large (1 3/4”)

Animal Buttons $25.00 6:30 PM

97 Bakelite basket of flowers. Realistic basket of flowers, tests as Bakelite. NBS Large (1 3/4”) Bakelite Buttons $25.00 6:30 PM

98 Two vintage Weeber buttons. Two vintage celluloid buttons of baskets with fruit made by Marion

Weeber. NBS Medium to Large (1” - 1 1/2” wide)

Vintage Plastic Buttons $25.00 5:30 PM

99 Two modern cinnabar buttons. Modern carved cinnabar buttons - one is a realistic fish with open work and sew thru 
carved in Netsuke style (all sides)  and the other is modified square shape with 
plants. 20th c. cinnabar is red mercuric ore that was combined with lacquer and 
carved. NBS Medium and Large (1 1/4” high)

Natural Material 
Buttons

$25.00 5:30 PM

100 Boxwood button of mother and 
baby monkey. 

So Sweet! Mother and baby monkey carved in the in a Netsuke style (on all sides) 
boxwood with glass eyes OME. Asian signature. NBS Large (1 1/4” wide)

Animal Buttons $25.00 5:30 PM

101 Boxwood button of “Beckoning 
Cat.”

“Beckoning Cat” carved in the in a Netsuke style (on all sides) boxwood with glass 
eyes OME. Asian signature. NBS Medium (1 1/8 wide)

Animal Buttons $25.00 5:30 PM

102 Extra large modern cold enamel 
button of a realistic butterfly

Extra large cold enamel and yellow metal button of a realistic butterfly with open 
work. NBS Large (2 1/2”)

Animal Buttons $25.00 5:30 PM

103 Extra large modern plique-a-jour 
angel button.

Modern plique-a-jour angel button of an angel. Plique-a-jour usually refers to a 
vitreous enameling technique where the enamel is applied in cells, similar to 
cloisonné, but with no backing in the final product, so light can shine through the 
transparent or translucent enamel. NBS Large (2 3/4” high)

Enamel Buttons $25.00 5:30 PM

104 Extra large modern plique-a-jour 
peacock button.

Modern plique-a-jour angel button of a peacock. Plique-a-jour usually refers to a 
vitreous enameling technique where the enamel is applied in cells, similar to 
cloisonné, but with no backing in the final product, so light can shine through the 
transparent or translucent enamel. NBS Large (2 1/4”)

Animal Buttons $25.00 5:30 PM

105 “Hello”, wood button of a sailor. Extra large realistic painted wood button of a sailor on original card. 1941. NBS 
Large (2 3/4”)

People Buttons $25.00 5:30 PM

106 Leather realistic turtle button. Tooled, dyed and painted leather button of a turtle.  NBS Large. (1 3/4“ wide) Animal Buttons $25.00 5:30 PM

107 Leather realistic car button. Tooled, dyed and painted leather button of a car.  NBS Large. (2“ wide) Transportation Buttons $25.00 5:30 PM

108 Owl with mouse in talons leather 
button.

Tooled, dyed and painted leather button of an owl with a mouse in its talons.  NBS 
Large. (2 1/4“ wide)

Animal Buttons $25.00 5:30 PM

109 Leather realistic button of a 
rabbit.

Tooled, dyed and painted leather button of a rabbit.  NBS Large. (2 3/4“ wide) Animal Buttons $25.00 5:30 PM

110 Scrimshaw button of an Eskimo 
hunting on natural material.

Incised and inked natural material in an oval shape of an Eskimo hunting on the ice. 
Signature on front. “Nuguruk”. Made by a Seattle company of the 1960’s that hired 
local people to produce scrimshaw buttons. NBS Large (1 3/4”)

Natural Material 
Buttons

$25.00 7:30 PM

111 Scrimshaw button of an Eskimo 
kayaking at sunrise on natural 
material.

Incised and inked natural material in an oval shape of an Eskimo kayaking at sunrise. 
Signature on front. “Nuguruk”. Made by a Seattle company of the 1960’s that hired 
local people to produce scrimshaw buttons. NBS Large (1 3/4”)

Natural Material 
Buttons

$25.00 7:00 PM

112 Show Favor button from 75th 
anniversary of NBS.

Incised and inked natural material favor button for the 75th anniversary of National 
Button Society. On original card. Back marked: Tender Buttons. NBS Large (1 3/8”)

Show Favor Buttons $25.00 6:30 PM

113 Nancy DuBois studio button of 
thistles.

Tooled, dyed and painted leather depicting thistles set in wood button by studio 
button artist Nancy DuBois of NJ. Nancy says that this was the 45th button she 
made. Back mark: artist’s mark and 1992. NBS Large (1 7/16”)

Studio Buttons $25.00 7:30 PM

114 Large ceramic mask studio 
button signed J.G.

Cool ceramic button of a face! Very sculptural. Signed on back by artist J.G. NBS 
Large (1 3/4” high)

Studio Buttons $25.00 6:00 PM

115 Unique beaded studio button by 
Lili Cantelmi.

Beaded studio button of triangles by Lili Cantelmi from Pennsylvania. NBS Large (1 
1/4”)

Studio Buttons $25.00 6:00 PM

116 One-of-a-kind studio button by 
Mary Gaumond.

Colorful pattern design melting cane slices together with lamp work. It’s a one-of-a-
kind lamp worked button by Mary Gaumond. NBS Medium (15/16”)

Studio Buttons $25.00 6:00 PM

117 Mary Gaumond’s little lamb 
studio glass button.

Mary made a little lamb! Lamp worked glass button with flocking by Mary Gaumond. 
Artist’s mark on back. NBS Medium (7/8”)

Studio Buttons $25.00 7:30 PM
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118 Mary Gaumond’s bee and hive 
studio glass button.

Busy bee buzzing around its hive. Lamp worked glass button by Mary Gaumond. 
Artist’s mark on back. NBS Medium (7/8”)

Studio Buttons $25.00 7:30 PM

119 Mary Gaumond’s jack-o-lantern 
studio glass button.

Smiling carved pumpkin with piercing eyes. Lamp worked glass button by Mary 
Gaumond. Artist’s mark on back. NBS Medium (7/8”)

Studio Buttons $25.00 7:00 PM

120 Mary Gaumond’s iridescent hot 
air balloon studio glass button.

Up up and away in this beautiful iridescent hot air balloon! Lamp worked dichroic (?) 
glass button with wire by Mary Gaumond. Artist’s mark on back. NBS Medium (1 
1/8”)

Studio Buttons $25.00 7:00 PM

121 RARE Martha Sleeper vintage 
Bakelite clown button.

RARE Mid 20th c. Vintage black Bakelite realistic clown button by Martha Sleeper. 
NBS Large. (1 3/8”)

Bakelite Buttons $25.00 7:30 PM

122 Studio glass button of a turtle by 
Mavis Smith.

Out of the blue…This adorable little turtle  is a lamp worked glass button by Mavis 
Smith of Ohio in 2008. Back mark: MS 08 NBS Medium  (13/16”)

Studio Buttons $25.00 6:30 PM

123 Three brass buttons depicting 
Oriental characters from theatre.

Three brass buttons including “Yum Yum” from the Mikado, stamped and tinted 
brass. BBB plate 160 #16. NBS Large (1 1/2”) “Madame Chrysanthemum” stamped, 
pierced and tinted brass with steel inset fan. NBS Large (1 5/8”) BBB plate 237 # 3 
and stamped and tinted brass button of Asian woman with a fan. NBS Medium (1 
1/8”)

Opera and Theatre 
Buttons

$25.00 6:30 PM

124 Livery crest phoenix button die. A button die for a Livery crest phoenix from button maker James Grove of England 
-1834-2012. Not a button. (1”)  https://www.jamesgroveandsons.co.uk/heritage.php

Livery Buttons $25.00 6:30 PM

125 Livery coat of arms button with 5 
crests and helms of rank.

Livery button from Denmark. Guilded brass livery coat of arms button with five crests 
and five helms of rank. Back mark: Denmark. NBS Medium (1 3/16”)

Livery Buttons $25.00 6:30 PM

126 “Jupiters Thunderbolt” Livery 
crest button.

Silver-plated copper Livery crest button with verbal motto that translates to “this is 
my essence.” Thunderbolt and feather images representing Jupiter’s Thunderbolt. 
Back marked. NBS Medium (1”)

Livery Buttons $25.00 7:30 PM

127 Livery woman’s lozenge button. Silver-plated copper woman’s lozenge from a widowed woman. Back Mark: C &J 
Weldon, 130 Cheapside, London NBS Medium (1 1/16”)

Livery Buttons $25.00 7:30 PM

128 Livery crest mermaid 
surmounting coronet button.

Gilded brass Livery crest button Mermaid surmounting an antique coronet with a 
monogram. NBS Medium (1”)

Livery Buttons $25.00 7:00 PM

129 Livery crest of unmarked silver of 
a hand holding a crown.

Unusual diamond shaped unmarked silver Livery crest of a hand holding a royal 
crown. NBS Medium (1 1/16”)

Livery Buttons $25.00 7:00 PM

130 RARE Livery crest arm with flag 
over a rare Naval coronet.

RARE gilded brass Livery crest of arm holding a flag surmounting a rare Naval 
coronet that has many different sails. NBS Medium (1”)

Livery Buttons $25.00 6:00 PM

131 Eight Geiger buttons from 
Austria. 

Eight metal Austrian buttons from Geiger. Founded in 1906, the Geiger made woolen 
clothing in Austria. In 1980 they moved their production to Middlebury, VT and 
imported their buttons for assembling and finishing. NBS Small - Medium 

Metal Buttons $25.00 6:00 PM

132 Highly Collectible 3rd Avenue 
silver button of “Skulling Team”

Rare subject “Skulling Team” with 4 rowers and a coxswain. Early 20th c. Austrian 
made silver buttons that were sold in NYC in 1950’s. Back mark: Knopf König Graz 
NBS Small (11/16”)

Silver Buttons $25.00 7:30 PM

133 Highly Collectible 3rd Avenue 
silver button of “Napoleon.”

“Napoleon Bonaparte” 1769-1821. Emperor of France. Note perched eagle symbol.  
Early 20th c. Austrian made silver buttons that were sold in NYC in 1950’s. Back 
mark: Knopf König Graz NBS Small (11/16”)

Silver Buttons $25.00 7:00 PM

134 Highly Collectible 3rd Avenue 
silver button of “Perkeo” - 
Heidelberg Court Jester.

Rare subject “Perkeo” the Heidelberg court jester. Real name Pankert Clemens but 
also known as Giovanni Clements. Early 20th c. Austrian made silver buttons that 
were sold in NYC in 1950’s. Back mark: Knopf König Graz NBS Small (11/16”)

Silver Buttons $25.00 6:30 PM

135 Highly Collectible 3rd Avenue 
silver button of “Albrecht Durer.”

“Albrecht Durer,” Artist, engraver, theorist, mathematician, printmaker. May 1471- 
April 1528) Early 20th c. Austrian made silver buttons that were sold in NYC in 
1950’s. Back mark: Knopf König Graz NBS Small (11/16”)

Silver Buttons $25.00 6:00 PM

136 Studio glass button of a spider 
by Hoglin/Hogin (?)

Awesome spider inside a glass domed studio button by Hoglin/Hogin (?). NBS 
Medium (1 1/16”)

Studio Buttons $25.00 6:00 PM

137 Card of ten spider buttons. Ten spider buttons on a card including Kevin Kinne Studio button, Natural material, 
painted plaster, ceramic, brass, black glass and a SoCal. NBS Small - Large (9/16” - 
2 1/8”)

Animal Buttons $25.00 6:00 PM

138 Large Nancy DuBois pina shell 
button of a horse drawn carriage.

Incised and inked pina shell button by Nancy DuBois of a carriage being drawn by 4 
horses. NBS Large (1 13/16”)

Studio Buttons $25.00 7:30 PM

139 Bimini glass button of courting 
couple.

Cobalt blue Bimini glass with gold luster of courting couple. Back mark: Made in 
England. NBS Large (1 3/8”)

Glass Buttons $25.00 7:00 PM

140 Four Bimini and Bimini-like glass 
buttons.

Card of 4 Bimini and Bimini-like glass buttons including pinwheel and claw. Three 
have Made in England back mark. One is NBS Medium (13/16”) the others are NBS 
Large (1 7/16”)

Glass Buttons $25.00 7:00 PM

141 Ruskin Pottery button. Ruskin pottery button. Back mark: Ruskin. NBS Large (1 1/4”) Ceramic Buttons $25.00 7:00 PM

142 Gorgeous Japanese Kutani 
button of many flowers.

Large Kutani painted ceramic button with unusual border and raised areas of paint 
on original card. Back of the button shows a center hole in addition self shank 
because many of these buttons were made for either use as button or hat pin. 
Kutani is a style of Japanese porcelain traditionally from Kutani. Sometimes grouped 
with Arita porcelain. Classic 5 colors style known as Gosai-de includes green, blue, 
purple, yellow, and red. Bold designs normally depict landscapes, beauty of nature 
and people. NBS Large. (1 7/16")

Ceramic Buttons $25.00 7:30 PM

143 “Eagle” with shield Jacksonian 
button.


19th c. (1825 -1840) Jacksonian Commemorative gilt brass waistcoat button 
“Eagle.” With shield. Back mark: Best Gold Colour. In BBB plate 82 #18. NBS Small 
(7/16”)

Commemorative 
Buttons

$25.00 7:00 PM

144 French Fops button of 
“Incroyable and Merveilleuse.”

Stamped and tinted white metal button “Incroyable and Merveilleuse.” French Fops. 
NBS Medium. (1 1/16") 

People Buttons $25.00 7:00 PM

145 RARE celluloid moveable realistic 
fish trim.

RARE painted celluloid movable realistic fish trim. Not a button. NBS Large (1 1/2” 
wide)

Vintage Trim & Jewelry $25.00 7:00 PM
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146 Vintage Diamond D button of 
“safety pins.”

Vintage metalized cellulose acetate button of safety pins by Diamond D. Back mark: 
“D” in a diamond. Made by the Drell Novelty Mfg. Co., 1930-40’s. NBS Medium (1 
1/8”)

Vintage Plastic Buttons $25.00 7:00 PM

147 Vintage Diamond D button of 
woman’s head.

Vintage metalized cellulose acetate button of woman’s head by Diamond D. Back 
mark: “D” in a diamond. Made by the Drell Novelty Mfg. Co., 1930-40’s. NBS 
Medium (1 1/8”)

Vintage Plastic Buttons $25.00 7:00 PM

148 Vintage Diamond D button of 
“Artist’s Pallet” with sewing 
items.

Vintage metalized cellulose acetate button of artist’s pallet covered with sewing 
items by Diamond D. Back mark: “D” in a diamond. Made by the Drell Novelty Mfg. 
Co., 1930-40’s. Button is in the book “Plastic Buttons” by Jocelyn Howells p.60 #4. 
NBS Medium (1 1/8”)

Vintage Plastic Buttons $25.00 6:30 PM

149 Vintage Diamond D button of 
“Harp” with music staff.

Vintage metalized cellulose acetate button of a harp and music staff by Diamond D. 
Back mark: “D” in a diamond. Made by the Drell Novelty Mfg. Co., 1930-40’s. NBS 
Large (1 5/8”)

Vintage Plastic Buttons $25.00 6:30 PM

150 Three Vintage Diamond D 
buttons.

Group of 3 Vintage cellulose acetate buttons including a shell, bow, and flower all by 
Diamond D. Two are metalized. Back mark: “D” in a diamond. Made by the Drell 
Novelty Mfg. Co., 1930-40’s. NBS Medium - Large (1/18” - 1 1/2”)

Vintage Plastic Buttons $25.00 6:30 PM

151 Three Vintage plastic Asian mask 
netsukes.

Group of 3 Vintage plastic Asian mask netsukes similar to BBB plate 235 # 1-5. Back 
mark with artist signature. Netsukes were buttons or toggle-like pieces used by 
Japanese men to anchor accessories by means of a cord through the sash. NBS 
Large  (1 3/8” - 1 5/8”)

Vintage Plastic Buttons $25.00 6:30 PM

152 Three Vintage plastic Asian mask 
netsukes with original ties.

Group of 3 Vintage plastic Asian mask netsukes with original ties. Similar to BBB 
plate 235 # 1-5. Two have back mark with artist signature. Netsukes were buttons or 
toggle-like pieces used by Japanese men to anchor accessories by means of a cord 
through the sash. NBS Medium  (1” - 1 1/8”)

Vintage Plastic Buttons $25.00 6:30 PM

153 Three Vintage plastic Asian mask 
netsukes with original ties.

Group of 3 Vintage plastic Asian mask netsukes with original ties. Similar to BBB 
plate 235 # 1-5. One has back mark with artist signature. Netsukes were buttons or 
toggle-like pieces used by Japanese men to anchor accessories by means of a cord 
through the sash. One NBS Medium (1 1/8”)  Two Large (1 5/16””)

Vintage Plastic Buttons $25.00 6:30 PM

154 “Okame” moon-faced woman 
carved natural material netsuke.

Finely carved natural material netsuke of “Okame” Moon-faced woman. BBB plate 
234 #3. Netsukes were buttons or toggle-like pieces used by Japanese men to 
anchor accessories by means of a cord through the sash. NBS Large (1 5/16”)

Natural Material 
Buttons

$25.00 6:30 PM

155 Seated man with basket netsuke. Carved wood netsuke of a realistic seated man with basket. Netsukes were buttons 
or toggle-like pieces used by Japanese men to anchor accessories by means of a 
cord through the sash. NBS Large (1 1/2” wide)

Wood Buttons $25.00 6:00 PM

156 Man holding a fish netsuke. Carved natural material netsuke of a realistic man holding a fish. Netsukes were 
buttons or toggle-like pieces used by Japanese men to anchor accessories by 
means of a cord through the sash. Signed by artist. NBS Large (1 5/8” high)

Natural Material 
Buttons

$25.00 6:00 PM

157 Monkey holding a fish netsuke. Carved natural material netsuke of a realistic monkey holding a fish. Netsukes were 
buttons or toggle-like pieces used by Japanese men to anchor accessories by 
means of a cord through the sash. Signed by artist PMS. NBS Large (1 7/8” wide)

Natural Material 
Buttons

$25.00 6:00 PM

158 Champlevé enamel button “gift” 
from 1925.

Champlevé and painted enamel button (NBS  Medium 15/16”) on a ribbon that was 
a gift. Card on back reads “To Virginia from Nan 1925.” 

Enamel Buttons $25.00 6:00 PM

159 Set of six enameled silver 
buttons of flowers.

Six enameled silver buttons, including two with unusual back marks. NBS Medium 
(3/4”)

Enamel Buttons $25.00 6:00 PM

160 Two glass in metal “Bachelor 
Buttons”

Two Victorian foil-backed opalescent glass with spring release “Bachelor Buttons.” 
Back mark: Readings Patent. NBS Small (3/4”)

Glass in Metal Buttons $25.00 6:00 PM

161 Eight “Moveable” buttons. Card of 8 buttons with moving parts -  including plastic, yellow metal, fun google 
eye, silvered copper grapes. NBS medium - large (1” to 2”)

Object Buttons $25.00 6:00 PM

162 Five cards of “Hands Work” 
ceramic buttons of animals.

Painted ceramic realistic buttons of a horse, rabbit, elephant, fish, and cat. All sew 
thru. All with back marks. All on original cards from the “Hands Work Collector’s 
Series” Pecos, New Mexico. NBS Medium (horse) and others are NBS Large

Ceramic Buttons $25.00 6:00 PM

163 Four cards of “Hands Work” 
ceramic buttons of farm animals.

Seven painted ceramic realistic buttons on four cards of a pig, 2 chickens, 2 chicks, 
and 2 sheep. All sew thru. All with back marks. All on original cards from the “Hands 
Work Collector’s Series” Pecos, New Mexico. NBS Medium and NBS Large 
(chickens and sheep)

Ceramic Buttons $25.00 5:30 PM

164 Four cards of “Hands Work” 
ceramic buttons of assorted 
subjects.

Painted ceramic realistic buttons of a pot of flowers (NBS Medium), 2 sheep, and a 
gingerbread man. (NBS Large) All sew thru. All with back marks. All on original cards 
from the “Hands Work Collector’s Series” Pecos, New Mexico.

Ceramic Buttons $25.00 5:30 PM

165 Six cards of “Hands Work” 
ceramic buttons of assorted 
subjects.

Eight painted ceramic realistic buttons on six cards of 5 teddy bears, a dog and 2 
rabbits. All sew thru. All with back marks. All on original cards from the “Hands Work 
Collector’s Series” Pecos, New Mexico. NBS Medium (rabbits and small bears) rest 
are NBS Large

Ceramic Buttons $25.00 5:30 PM

166 Four cards of “Hands Work” 
ceramic buttons of assorted 
objects and fruit.

Fifteen painted ceramic realistic buttons on four cards of 4 bows, 3 hearts, 5 plaid 
patterns, and an apple/lemon/strawberry. All sew thru. All with back marks. All on 
original cards from the “Hands Work Collector’s Series” Pecos, New Mexico. NBS 
Medium (13/16” - 1”)

Ceramic Buttons $25.00 5:30 PM

167 Twenty five assorted reverse 
carved and painted glass 
buttons.

Card of twenty five reverse carved and painted glass buttons including hard to find 
grapes on the vine, container with flowers, shell OME, etc. NBS Small- Medium 
(7/16” - 1 1/16”)

Glass Buttons $25.00 5:30 PM

168 Chinese Zodiac set of 12 carved 
natural material in boxwood 
buttons.

Gorgeous set of twelve Chinese Zodiac animals carved from natural material set in 
boxwood. NBS Large (1 3/8”)

Zodiac Buttons $25.00 7:30 PM

169 Card of twenty five enamel 
buttons.

Twenty five assorted enamel buttons including Champlevé, matte and other 
techniques. NBS Small - Large  (3/8” - 1 3/8”)

Enamel Buttons $25.00 5:30 PM

170 Card of twenty eight frog 
buttons.

Twenty eight frog buttons including French white metal, natural materials, jade, 
ceramic and other materials. NBS Small - Large (1/2” - 1 5/8”)

Animal Buttons $25.00 5:30 PM
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171 Card of twenty one ceramic 
buttons of bakery items.

Twenty one painted porcelain realistic buttons of food including cakes, pies, 
hamburger, etc. NBS Medium - Large (3/4” - 1 1/4”)

Ceramic Buttons $25.00 5:30 PM

172 Card of 160+ china buttons. Over 160 china buttons including calicos, stencils, diminutive, etc. NBS Diminutive - 
Small. 

Ceramic Buttons $25.00 5:30 PM

173 Card of forty two china stencil 
buttons.

Forty two china stencil buttons - all colors - including some unusual patterns. NBS 
Small

Ceramic Buttons $25.00 5:30 PM

174 Card of forty one glass ball and 
modified ball buttons. 

Forty one glass ball and modified ball buttons including a RARE pin shank with foil, 2 
uranium glass, and other unique techniques. NBS Diminutive - Small

Glass Buttons $25.00 5:30 PM

175 Card of forty plant life buttons. Forty plant life buttons including metals, glass, black glass, etc. NBS Small - Large Plant Life Buttons $25.00 5:30 PM

176 Large Satsuma button of seven 
gods of good fortune.

Of the seven gods of fortune, it is the goddess of treasure (Benzaiten) featured in the 
center of this button. The others are gods of wealth, warriors, happiness, longevity, 
commerce and abundance. Seems like a rather lucky button to own. Japanese 
Satsuma are ceramics hand painted by Japanese artists for export. Late 19th c. - 
early 20th c. NBS Large (1 1/2”)

Satsuma Buttons $25.00 7:30 PM

177 Satsuma button of a woman 
admiring a  flower arrangement.

This button seems to be up for interpretation. Is the woman gazing into a mirror or a 
painting or is she admiring flowers? Satsuma are ceramics hand painted by 
Japanese artists for export. Late 19th c. - early 20th c. NBS Medium (7/8”)

Satsuma Buttons $25.00 7:30 PM

178 Satsuma button of a woman 
teaching her daughter.

The simple beauty of this button shows a woman with a book teaching her daughter. 
Satsuma are ceramics hand painted by Japanese artists for export. Late 19th c. - 
early 20th c.  Back mark: Japan NBS Medium (1 3/16”)

Satsuma Buttons $25.00 7:30 PM

179 Satsuma button of a woman 
teaching her young daughter.

This button shows a woman teaching her young daughter. Satsuma are ceramics 
hand painted by Japanese artists for export. Late 19th c. - early 20th c. NBS 
Medium (15/16”)

Satsuma Buttons $25.00 7:30 PM

180 Satsuma button of “Oto” from 
the Kyogen Japanese Theatre.

“Oto” is a female character from a Kyogen comedy where a man imagines the 
beauty he is going to marry to find she (Oto) is not a beauty. An audience favorite, 
Oto holds true to her innate cheerful nature. This button can be found in “Satsuma 
Buttons and Buckles” by Nishida and Allen p 297.  Satsuma are ceramics hand 
painted by Japanese artists for export. Late 19th c. - early 20th c. NBS Medium 
(7/8”)

Satsuma Buttons $25.00 7:30 PM

181 Satsuma button of a gold 
dragon.

This Japanese gold dragon can be found in“Satsuma Buttons and Buckles” by 
Nishida and Allen p.232. Satsuma are ceramics hand painted by Japanese artists for 
export. Late 19th c. - early 20th c. NBS Medium (15/16").

Satsuma Buttons $25.00 7:30 PM

182 Satsuma button of two flying 
geese.

Two geese flying across a lovely sky. Satsuma are ceramics hand painted by 
Japanese artists for export. Late 19th c. - early 20th c. NBS Medium (15/16").

Satsuma Buttons $25.00 7:00 PM

183 Satsuma button of a bird among 
cherry blossoms.

Satsuma with lovely cobalt and gold border and cobalt back. A bird among cherry 
blossoms. Satsuma are ceramics hand painted by Japanese artists for export. Late 
19th c. - early 20th c. NBS Medium (15/16”).

Satsuma Buttons $25.00 7:00 PM

184 Satsuma button of a man in an 
orange and gold outfit walking.

This looks to be a man in a unique orange and gold outfit walking in a mountain 
scene with iris. It that snow behind him? It this a story button? Satsuma are 
ceramics hand painted by Japanese artists for export. Late 19th c. - early 20th c. 
NBS Medium (15/16”).

Satsuma Buttons $25.00 7:00 PM

185 Satsuma button of temple on a 
hillside.

Satsuma button of mountain scene with buildings (temple?) on hillside. Satsuma are 
ceramics hand painted by Japanese artists for export. Late 19th c. - early 20th c. NBS 
Medium (15/16”).

Satsuma Buttons $25.00 7:00 PM

186 Large Satsuma button of 
Chysantemum, fall flowers.

Fall flowers, likely Chrysanthemums. Back mark with export mark. Similar to button 
in “Satsuma Buttons and Buckles” by Nishida and Allen p 43 bottom right. Satsuma 
are ceramics hand painted by Japanese artists for export. Late 19th c. - early 20th c. 
NBS Large (1 1/4").

Satsuma Buttons $25.00 7:00 PM

187 Satsuma button of peonies, 
spring flowers.

Spring flowers, likely peonies. Beautiful cobalt and gold border and back. Back mark 
artist’s signature. Similar to buttons in “Satsuma Buttons and Buckles” by Nishida 
and Allen p 32-33. Satsuma are ceramics hand painted by Japanese artists for 
export. Late 19th c. - early 20th c. NBS Medium (15/16”)

Satsuma Buttons $25.00 6:30 PM

188 Satsuma button of 
Chysantemum, fall flowers.

Fall flowers, likely Chrysanthemums. Back mark with export mark. Similar to buttons 
in “Satsuma Buttons and Buckles” by Nishida and Allen p 43. Satsuma are ceramics 
hand painted by Japanese artists for export. Late 19th c. - early 20th c. NBS 
Medium (1 1/8”)

Satsuma Buttons $25.00 6:30 PM

189 Satsuma button of peonies, 
spring flowers.

Spring flowers, likely peonies. Unusual back mark artist’s signature. Similar to 
buttons in “Satsuma Buttons and Buckles” by Nishida and Allen p 33. Satsuma are 
ceramics hand painted by Japanese artists for export. Late 19th c. - early 20th c. 
NBS Medium (1 1/4”)

Satsuma Buttons $25.00 6:30 PM

190 Satsuma set of seven buttons of 
gods of fortune.

Seven button set of the seven gods of fortune - treasure, wealth, warriors, 
happiness, longevity, commerce and abundance. Satsuma are ceramics hand 
painted by Japanese artists for export. Late 19th c. - early 20th c. NBS Medium 
(15/16”)

Satsuma Buttons $25.00 6:30 PM

191 Group of six Arita Asian masks. Six realistic Noh and other Asian masks. These porcelain Arita buttons of masks 
were made by Toshikane Art Porcelain in Tokyo, c. 1060’s. Toshikane back mark. 
NBS medium. (7/8” high)

Ceramic Buttons $25.00 6:30 PM

192 Favor button (?) from Chicago 
1956.

Transfer and painted ceramic of Fort Dearborn 1803 on an original card for Chicago 
1956. Seems likely this was a show favor button. NBS Medium (1”)

Show Favor Buttons $25.00 6:30 PM

193 Commemorative tortoise shell 
stud from the Philadelphia 
Exposition 1876 verbal.

Domed tortoise shell stud with silver or white metal inlay of a “Philadelphia”. ThIs 
stud commemorates the first World’s Fair in the United States, the Philadelphia 
Exposition of 1876. It was the centennial celebration of the signing of the Declaration 
of Independence. Not a button. NBS Medium. (1 3/16“)

Studs $25.00 6:30 PM
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194 Commemorative tortoise shell 
stud from the Philadelphia 
Exposition 1876 verbal.

Bevel edged tortoise shell stud with silver or white metal inlay of an “Eagle and a 
Lion” and “1776.” ThIs stud commemorates the first World’s Fair in the United 
States, the Philadelphia Exposition of 1876. It was the centennial celebration of the 
signing of the Declaration of Independence. Similar to BBB plate 1 #1. Not a button. 
NBS Large (1 1/4”)

Studs $25.00 7:00 PM

195 Tortoise shell stud with pearl 
inlay of prancing horse.

Thick tortoise shell stud with pearl inlay of a prancing horse. Signed GH. Not a 
button. NBS Medium (1 1/4”)

Studs $25.00 7:30 PM

196 Horn button of profile of horse. Molded horn button of profile of horse head on fine lined background. BBB plate 2 
#19. NBS Large (1 5/16”)

Animal Buttons $25.00 7:00 PM

197 Fabulous goldfish studio button 
by Brad Elfrink.

Realistic carved and painted goldfish - Bakelite with inset eye by Brad Elfrink, artist 
from Missouri. Signed and dated by artist. NBS Large (1 5/8”)

Studio Buttons $25.00 7:30 PM

198 HIGHLY COLLECTIBLE two 
vintage pearl realistic

buttons.

Hard to find pearl riveted to brass realistic buttons - key and 

pocketknife. See Sept. 1962 National Button Bulletin. NBS Medium (1” wide)

Pearl and Shell 
Buttons

$25.00 7:00 PM

199 RARE 18th c. pearl button with 
original wax.

RARE 18th c. Pearl with green pastes, white & other metal set with original wax and 
a center of pastes set in silver. NBS Medium (1 1/8”)

18th c. Buttons $25.00 7:30 PM

200 A 19th c. button of a lovely lady 
in rococo border.

19th c. Lovely lady. Painting on natural material under glass prong set in gilded brass 
rococo border. NBS Medium (15/16”)

19th c. Buttons $25.00 7:30 PM

201 A 19th c. button of woman with 
beaded head band.

19th c. Paper under glass set in gilded metal with border of pastes of a woman with 
beaded headband.  NBS Medium (1 3/16”)

19th c. Buttons $25.00 7:00 PM

202 A 19th c. button of woman with 
white hair.

19th c. Paper under glass set in gilded metal with border of pastes and open work of 
a woman with white hair.  NBS Large (1 5/16”)

19th c. Buttons $25.00 7:00 PM

203 Two 19th c. Jewel buttons. Two 19th c. Jewels imitating emeralds with faceted pastes and open work set in 
metal. NBS Medium (1 1/16”-1 3/16”)

Jeweled Buttons $25.00 6:30 PM

204 Two glass buttons of croquet 
sporting objects.

Two glass buttons - one black glass and one clam broth with paint of croquet 
sporting objects. Unusual back marks. NBS Medium and Large (1 1/16” - 1 1/4”)

Glass Buttons $25.00 6:30 PM

205 Faceted clear glass button with 
pin shank.

Late 18th c. - early 19th c. Faceted clear glass button with a pin shank of imitation 
gemstone and paste center prong set in metal. NBS medium (1”)

Glass Buttons $25.00 6:30 PM

206 Large faceted amethyst glass in 
glass button.

Faceted amethyst hexagonal glass in amethyst glass set in metal with mirror back. 
NBS Large (1 5/8”)

Glass Buttons $25.00 6:30 PM

207 Excellent condition - 18th c. 
Gilded and chased copper 
Colonial button.

Excellent condition. Has all its gilt. Gilded and chased design copper Colonial 
button. 18th c. NBS Large. (1 7/16“)

18th c. Buttons $25.00 7:30 PM

208 An 18th c. chased copper 
Colonial button of hanging fruit.

Chased design of hanging fruit copper Colonial button. 18th c. NBS Large. (1 7/16“) 18th c. Buttons $25.00 7:30 PM

209 An 18th c. chased copper 
Colonial button of interesting 
pattern.

Chased design of interesting pattern copper Colonial button. 18th c. NBS Large. (1 
7/16“)

18th c. Buttons $25.00 7:00 PM

210 An 18th c. chased copper 
Colonial button of basket weave 
pattern.

Chased design of basket weave pattern copper Colonial button. 18th c. NBS Large. 
(1 7/16“)

18th c. Buttons $25.00 7:00 PM

211 A transitional stamped and 
silvered copper Colonial button.

Stamped and silvered copper Colonial button. Transitional - late 18th c. - early 19th 
c. NBS Large. (1 7/16“)

18th c. Buttons $25.00 7:00 PM

212 Two 19th c. Enamel buttons with 
champlevé border and steels.


Two buttons with champlevé enamel border with pierced background with faceted 
cut steels.19th c. NBS Large. (1 1/4“ - 1 1/2”)

Enamel Buttons $25.00 6:30 PM

213 Large Rooster with open mouth 
brass button.

Late 19th c. - early 20th c. Rooster - stamped and tinted brass with faceted steels. 
BBB plate 144 #4. NBS Large (1 3/4”)

Animal Buttons $25.00 6:30 PM

214 Large Rooster button. Late 19th c. - early 20th c. Rooster - stamped and tinted brass on flat disk. NBS 
Large (1 7/8”)

Animal Buttons $25.00 6:30 PM

215 Two brass buttons of chickens 
and roosters in barnyards.

Two stamped and tinted brass buttons of chickens. Rooster, hens and hen house 
similar to BBB plate 146 #22. NBS Medium (1 1/16”) Cocks fighting in barnyard 
similar to BBB plate 145 #7, Paris back mark. NBS Large ( 1 5/16”)

Animal Buttons $25.00 6:30 PM

216 Three buttons of Theodore 
Roosevelt “Hunting Big Game”.

Three buttons - “Hunting Big Game” Stamped and tinted brass commemorative 
buttons of Theodore hunting animals on safari. BBB plate 121 #5 -7. NBS Medium. 
(1 1/8")

Commemorative 
Buttons

$25.00 6:30 PM

217 Horse race scene with 
grandstand and spectators 
button.

Stamped and tinted brass set in apple juice Bakelite Similar to BBB plate 127 #8. 
NBS Medium (1 1/16”)

Sporting Buttons $25.00 6:30 PM

218 “Horse Race” silvered brass 
button.

Stamped and silvered brass button of a horse race. Very sculptural. NBS Medium (1 
3/16”) 

Sporting Buttons $25.00 6:30 PM

219 “Horse Race” brass button. Stamped and tinted brass button of a horse race. Very sculptural. BBB  plate 127 #9 
NBS Medium (1 3/16”)

Sporting Buttons $25.00 6:00 PM

220 Horse head over woven 
background button.

Stamped and tinted brass button of a horse head over woven background. NBS 
Large (1 7/16”)

Animal Buttons $25.00 6:00 PM

221 “Steeple chase” brass button. Stamped silvered brass with faceted cut steels and open work. BBB plate 123 #4. 
NBS Large (1 5/8”)

Sporting Buttons $25.00 6:00 PM

222 Hunter and a deer button. Stamped, silvered and gilded metal button of a hunter standing on a deer. NBS 
Medium (7/8”)

Sporting Buttons $25.00 6:00 PM

223 “A Game of Graces” brass 
button.

Stamped and gilded brass button of “Game of Graces” hoop tossing game popular 
in the 1880’s.  BBB plate 192 #16. NBS Medium (7/8”)

People Buttons $25.00 6:00 PM
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224 Sculptural button of boxers in a 
boxing ring.

Sculptural pewter or white metal button of boxers in a boxing ring. Back mark: 89 
NBS Medium (7/8”)

Sporting Buttons $25.00 7:30 PM

225 “A Game of Bat and Ball” brass 
button.

Stamped and tinted brass set in metal button of “A Game of Bat and Ball” - boy, girl 
and dog playing a sporting game. BBB Plate 198 #18. NBS Medium (1 1/16”)

Sporting Buttons $25.00 6:00 PM

226 “Playing Tennis" Brass button. Stamped brass pierced over a darkened metal liner of “Playing Tennis” - man and 
woman with net playing tennis. BBB plate 200 #9. NBS Large (1 3/8”)

Sporting Buttons $25.00 6:00 PM

227 Brass button of four sporting 
objects.

Stamped, tinted and pierced brass with steels of a racket, ball, shuttle cock, and 
scoop. NBS Large (1 7/16”)

Object Buttons $25.00 6:00 PM

228 French sporting button of men fly 
fishing.

Stamped and tinted brass button with interesting tinted finish of men sport fly (?) 
fishing. Back marked: novel design NBS Medium (1”)

Sporting Buttons $25.00 5:30 PM

229 “Little Lord Fauntleroy” brass 
button.

Stamped, tinted and pierced brass over darkened metal liner button of “Little Lord 
Fauntleroy” BBB plate 198 #1. NBS Medium (1”)

Story Buttons $25.00 5:30 PM

230 SCARCE Large “Caravel” 
silvered brass button.

SCARCE Stamped, tinted and pierced brass button of sailing ship Caravel” with 
flock of swallows, sun and balloon. BBB plate 241 # 7. NBS Large (1 7/16“)

Transportation Buttons $25.00 5:30 PM

231 Brass button of boy and girl and 
playing catch with a ball.

Stamped and tinted brass button of a boy and girl and dog playing catch with a ball. 
NBS Medium (7/8”)

Sporting Buttons $25.00 5:30 PM

232 RARE large “Crossing the 
Stream” brass button.

RARE large stamped and tinted brass set in metal button of “Crossing the Stream” 
child holding arms out to woman on other side of stream. BBB - plate #197 #14. 
NBS Large (1 7/16”)

Story Buttons $25.00 5:30 PM

233 Large “Hop O’ My Thumb” brass 
button.

Large stamped, tinted and pierced brass over a darkened metal liner button  of “Hop 
O’ My Thumb & the Theft of the 7 League Boots” BBB plate 194 #7. NBS Large (1 
1/2”)

Story Buttons $25.00 5:30 PM

234 Large “Gnomes Carrying Lilies of 
the Valley” brass button.

Large stamped and tinted brass button of “Gnomes Carrying Lillies of the Valley” 
Sometimes referred to as carrying flowers to Snow White’s casket. BBB plate 188 
#1. NBS Large (1 1/2”)

Story Buttons $25.00 5:30 PM

235 Scarce large “Red Riding Hood 
and the Wolf” brass button.

Large stamped and tinted brass button of “Red Riding Hood and the Wolf” BBB 
plate 199 #10. NBS Large (1 7/16”)

Story Buttons $25.00 5:30 PM

236 Large “Red Riding Hood and the 
Wolf” brass in metal button.

Large stamped and tinted brass button set in metal with white metal rim of “Red 
Riding Hood and the Wolf” BBB plate 196 #2  NBS Large (1 1/2”)

Story Buttons $25.00 5:30 PM

237 Heavily tinted “Red Riding Hood 
and the Wolf” brass with tinted 
border button,

Large stamped and tinted and pierced brass over darkened metal liner with tinted 
border button of “Red Riding Hood and the Wolf” BBB plate 199 #13  NBS Large (1 
5/8”)

Story Buttons $25.00 5:30 PM

238 “Meroweg, King of the Stain 
Franks” brass button. 

Large stamped and tinted brass button of “Meroweg, King of the Stain Franks” who  
is said to have lived about 450 A.D. BBB plate 222 #17. NBS Large (1 7/16”)

Story Buttons $25.00 5:30 PM

239 Large brass button of a head of a 
warrior.

Large stamped and tinted brass button with steels of a Greek (?) warrior. NBS Large 
(1 7/`6”)

People Buttons $25.00 5:30 PM

240 Two buttons of Marveilleuse and 
Incroyable - French Fops.

Two buttons of French Fops Marveilleuse and Incroyable stamped and tinted brass 
on white metal with T W & W Paris backs. NBS Medium (1 1/8”)

People Buttons $25.00 6:00 PM

241 Two Fops buttons of tinned 
metal and white metal.

Two Fops buttons - tinned metal BBB plate 163 #15 and the other stamped white 
metal. NBS Medium (1 1/16”)

People Buttons $25.00 6:00 PM

242 “Incroyable” Fop brass button. Stamped and tinted brass button of “Incroyable” fop BBB plate 162 # 16. NBS 
Medium (1 1/8”)

People Buttons $25.00 6:00 PM

243 SCARCE Large “Two Dandies 
Quizzling a Young Woman” brass 
button.

SCARCE large stamped and tinted brass button of “Two Dandies Quizzling a Young 
Woman” BBB plate 163 #6. NBS Large (1 1/4”)

People Buttons $25.00 6:00 PM

244 Brass button of Marveilleuse and 
Incroyable - French Fops.

Stamped and tinted bass Marveilleuse and Incroyable over a darkened metal basket 
weave background with texture. NBS Medium (1 1/4”)

People Buttons $25.00 6:00 PM

245 Silvered brass button with steels 
of Marveilleuse and Incroyable - 
French Fops.

Stamped and silvered brass Marveilleuse and Incroyable French Fops over unusual 
silvered & stamped brass with cut-steels and floral border.  NBS Medium (1 1/16”)

People Buttons $25.00 6:00 PM

246 Large “Fops being served by a 
woman” silvered brass button.

Large stamped and silvered brass button of two Fops at a table being served by a 
woman. BBB  plate 164 #8. NBS Large (1 7/16”)

People Buttons $25.00 6:00 PM

247 Nancy DuBois “Mice in Council” 
studio button.

Large carved, incised & gilded pina shell studio button of “Mice and Council” by 
Nancy DuBois of NJ. Back Marked: artist’s signature, 1998, etc. NBS Large (1 7/8”)

Studio Buttons $25.00 7:30 PM

248 Herman Bangman “Mouse and 
the Moon Face” studio button.

Large cameo carved smoky pearl studio button of a mouse and the moon by 
Herman Bangman. Back marked: H.B. ’97, (1997). NBS Large (1 7/16”)

Studio Buttons $25.00 7:30 PM

249 Bethlehem pearl “Snake” button. Intricate carved mother-of-pearl button of a snake made in Bethlehem, c.1950’s. 
Original sticker on back: Made in Jordan. NBS Large (1 3/8”)

Pearl and Shell 
Buttons

$25.00 7:30 PM

250 Bethlehem pearl #99 “Fan” 
button.

Intricate carved mother-of-pearl with open work button of a fan made in Bethlehem, 
c.1950’s. Original sticker on back: Made in Bethlehem . NBS Large (1 3/4”)

Pearl and Shell 
Buttons

$25.00 7:00 PM

251 HIGHLY COLLECTIBLE Motiwala 
button of a woman’s head.

Highly Collectible - Motiwala -carved natural material button of a realistic woman’s 
head with flowered hat. NBS Small (11/16”)

Natural Material 
Buttons

$25.00 7:30 PM

252 Two wax resist and sepia tint on 
natural material Mother/Daughter 
buttons.

Natural material buttons with wax resist and sepia tint of Asian scene. Mother/
Daughter sizes. NBS Small and Medium (5/8” - 1”)

Natural Material 
Buttons

$25.00 7:00 PM

253 Chrysanthemum and other 
flowers carved natural material 
button.

Carved natural material button of chrysanthemum and other flowers. NBS Large (1 
3/8”)

Natural Material 
Buttons

$25.00 7:00 PM

254 Two Asian theme buttons of 
natural material.

Two natural material buttons - a carved realistic Buddha and an incised and painted 
Asian face. NBS Small -Medium (1/2” - 15/16”)

Natural Material 
Buttons

$25.00 7:00 PM
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255 Two buttons of flowers. Two flower buttons - a carved natural material button with open work (sew through) 
and Popper-type glass center set in tinted copper petals. NBS Large (1 5/16”)

Plant Life Buttons $25.00 7:00 PM

256 Highly detailed older Satsuma 
button of iris with cobalt border.

This gorgeous older Satsuma has multicolored iris (Spring flowers) in “water” with a 
cobalt border and back, unusual self curved needle shank. Similar to buttons in 
“Satsuma Buttons and Buckles” by Nishida and Allen p 36. Satsuma are ceramics 
hand painted by Japanese artists for export. Late 19th c. - early 20th c. NBS 
Medium (1”)

Satsuma Buttons $25.00 7:30 PM

257 Wedgwood button of a sailing 
ship.

Wedgwood (Older ceramic set in 20th c. setting) gilded silver button of a sailing ship. 
Back mark: FAW silver CAMO BY Wedgwood. NBS Small (9/16”)

Transportation Buttons $25.00 7:00 PM

258 Boxed set of five Niello silver 
buttons.

Lovely set of five Niello oval silver buttons. Niello is a black mixture, usually of

sulphur, copper, and lead used as an inlay in etched metal. NBS small (1/2”)

Silver Buttons $25.00 7:00 PM

259 Russian Lacquerware “Alkota” 
mouse button.

“Alkota” (grasshopper mouse) button. Russian Lacquerware is a technique of hand 
painting with an egg-based tempura on a durable papier-mâché finished with layers 
of high gloss lacquer. Signed by the Russian artist. NBS Large (1 5/16”)

Animal Buttons $25.00 7:00 PM

260 Mouse eating Swiss cheese 
button.

Carved, inked and painted natural material button of a realistic mouse eating Swiss 
cheese. Glass eyes OME. NBS Large (1 5/8”)

Animal Buttons $25.00 7:00 PM

261 Mice climbing on a suitcase 
wood button.

Adorable! Two mice on a suitcase carved in the in a Netsuke style (on all sides) 
boxwood with glass eyes OME. Asian signature. NBS Medium (1 1/8” wide)

Animal Buttons $25.00 7:00 PM

262 Mice going on a vacation button. Oval large Incised and inked natural material button of two mice and a suitcase 
going on vacation. Back mark: Artist’s mark. NBS Large (2” wide)

Animal Buttons $25.00 7:00 PM

263 Two studio buttons of a mouse 
and crabs.

Two wood studio buttons with paper and paint. A “linefeed” mouse and a button 
with 2 crabs. Signed on back by artist: Lijepo. NBS Large (1 1/2”)

Animal Buttons $25.00 7:00 PM

264 Extra large French white metal 
button of a running rabbit.

Extra large pressed French white metal button of a rabbit jumping. NBS Large (2 
1/16”)

Animal Buttons $25.00 7:30 PM

265 Large brass Ashlee (?) button of 
a tiger.

Large tinted 2-piece brass button of a tiger, possibly an Ashlee. NBS Large (1 7/8”) Animal Buttons $25.00 6:30 PM

266 Extra Large Russian wood button 
of the “Birds.”

Russian pyrography wood button of two parrots. Russian back marks. Pyrography or 
pyrogravure is the free handed art of decorating wood or other materials with burn 
marks resulting from the controlled application of a heated object such as a poker. It 
is also known as pokerwork or wood burning. Comes with original document of 
authenticity. NBS Large (2 1/4”)

Animal Buttons $25.00 6:30 PM

267 Eiffel Tower - paper under glass 
button.

Printed paper under glass button of the Eiffel Tower by SoCal, Chris Bachman. NBS 
Large (1 3/8”)

Architectural Buttons $25.00 6:30 PM

268 HUGE Vintage celluloid tight top 
trim button of Cleopatra.

HUGE Vintage tinted celluloid tight top trim button of Cleopatra. Sew through top 
and bottom. This would make a fabulous jewelry piece. NBS Large (2 7/16”)

Vintage Trim & Jewelry $25.00 6:30 PM

269 Two studio buttons of Japanese 
women by Phil Linley. 

Two paper under celluloid sheet set in brass studio buttons of Japanese women by 
Phil Linley. Back mark: Artist’s mark.  NBS Large (1 7/16”)

Studio Buttons $25.00 6:30 PM

270 Three watch crystal studio 
buttons.

Three paper under glass studio watch crystal buttons. “Little Miss Muffet” with back 
mark ; 85 and “Mt Rushmore” and “George Washington” by Harry Wessel with 
artist’s mark on back. NBS Large ( 1 3/8” - 1 5/8”)

Studio Buttons $25.00 6:30 PM

271 Two studio buttons by Shirley 
Burgess.

Two paper under resin studio buttons of women by Shirley Burgess. NBS Large (1 
7/16”)

Studio Buttons $25.00 6:30 PM

272 Kevin Kinne Puss ’n Boots in a 
coat studio button.

Paper under resin on copper studio button of a cat (Puss ’n Boots) in a coat by Kevin 
Kinne. Back marked. NBS Large (1 3/4”)

Studio Buttons $25.00 6:30 PM

273 Kevin Kinne mermaid studio 
button.

Gilded white metal (?) on copper studio button of a mermaid by Kevin Kinne. Back 
marked. NBS Large (1 1/2”)

Studio Buttons $25.00 6:30 PM

274 Kevin Kinne “Tortoise and the 
Hare” studio button.

Stamped 2-piece brass studio button in heart shape of “Tortoise and the Hare” by 
Kevin Kinne. Back marked. NBS Large (1 3/8”)

Studio Buttons $25.00 6:30 PM

275 Kevin Kinne “Kokopelli Night 
Dance” studio button.

Extra Large hard fired enamel on copper with sterling silver back and OME studio 
button of “Kokopelli Night Dance” by Kevin Kinne. Back marked. NBS Large (2”)

Studio Buttons $25.00 7:30 PM

276 Kevin Kinne “City by the Bay” 
studio button.

Hand tooled copper studio button of “City by the Bay” by Kevin Kinne. Back 
marked. NBS Large (1 1/2”)

Studio Buttons $25.00 6:00 PM

277 Four cold enamel studio buttons 
by Kevin Kinne.

Four cold enamel studio buttons by Kevin Kinne. Includes dolphin, rose, bee. Back 
marked. NBS Small and Medium (1/2” - 1 1/16”)

Studio Buttons $25.00 6:00 PM

278 Kevin Kinne Sunflower and 
butterfly studio button.

White and yellow metal studio button of sunflower and butterfly by Kevin Kinne. 
Back marked. NBS Large (1 3/4”)

Studio Buttons $25.00 6:00 PM

279 Two animal studio buttons 
byKevin Kinne.

Two animal studio buttons by Kevin Kinne. Camel is wood with brass topped with 
glittered resin. Fly is resin with brass. Back marked. NBS Medium (3/4” - 1”)

Studio Buttons $25.00 6:00 PM

280 Three animal studio buttons by 
Kevin Kinne.

Three animal studio buttons by Kevin Kinne. “His Master’s Voice” and “Bat” are both 
brass with back marks. Squirrel is nickel and was made in 1998.  NBS Small - Large 
(11/16” - 1 3/8”)

Studio Buttons $25.00 6:00 PM

281 Kevin Kinne horse heads studio 
button.

Extra large stamped and pierced brass studio button of two horse heads in 
horseshoe with whip by Kevin Kinne. Back marked. NBS Large (2” wide)

Studio Buttons $25.00 5:30 PM

282 Kevin Kinne one-of-a-kind Zebra 
prototype studio button.

Stamped brass studio studio button of a zebra by Kevin Kinne. One-of-a-kind 
prototype made in 2000. Back marked. NBS Large (1 1/2”)

Studio Buttons $25.00 5:30 PM

283 Kevin Kinne realistic 
hummingbird studio button.

Cute painted hummingbird studio button by Kevin Kinne. Back marked. NBS Large 
(1 1/2” wide)

Studio Buttons $25.00 5:30 PM

284 Two Egyptian theme studio 
buttons by Kevin Kinne.

Two brass Egyptian theme studio buttons by Kevin Kinne. Back marked. NBS 
Medium - Large  (1 1/8” - 1 5/8”)

Studio Buttons $25.00 5:30 PM

285 Kevin Kinne Base-taille enamel 
studio button.

Basse-taille enamel (?) on white metal with eye painted on top studio button by 
Kevin Kinne. Back marked. NBS Large (1 3/8”)

Studio Buttons $25.00 5:30 PM
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286 Kevin Kinne hot air balloon with 
lightning studio button.

Extra large heavy brass on copper studio button of a hot air balloon and lightning 
strikes by Kevin Kinne. Back marked. NBS Large (2”)

Studio Buttons $25.00 5:30 PM

287 Kevin Kinne peacock eye studio 
button.

Peacock eye of dichroic glass surrounded by enamel (or cold enamel) with blue 
pastes set in copper studio button by Kevin Kinne. Back marked. NBS Large (1 5/8”)

Studio Buttons $25.00 7:30 PM

288 HUGE Kevin Kinne sterling silver 
snake studio button.

HUGE sterling silver snake and flowers studio button by Kevin Kinne. Back marked. 
NBS Large (2 5/8”)

Studio Buttons $25.00 7:30 PM

289 Kevin Kinne painted uranium 
glass with enamel or cold enamel 
studio button.

Painted uranium glass with enamel (or cold enamel) on white metal studio button by 
Kevin Kinne. Back marked. NBS Medium (3/4”)

Studio Buttons $25.00 7:30 PM

290 Three studio buttons by Kevin 
Kinne.

Three studio buttons by Kevin Kinne. All back marked. Saturn is brass over white 
metal. Statue of Liberty is brass over tooled brass. Postcard is white metal. NBS 
Medium (1”)

Studio Buttons $25.00 7:30 PM

291 Guilloché enamel over gold with 
diamond button.

Button of Guilloché enamel over gold with a real mine cut diamond. Note surface 
wear. NBS Small (1/2’)

Enamel Buttons $25.00 7:30 PM

292 Tortoise shell fan with moveable 
handle.

Tortoise shell realistic fan with pearl inset and movable handle. Might not have 
started out life as a button. NBS Large (1 3/4”)

Object Buttons $25.00 7:30 PM

293 Card of six watch crystal studio 
buttons by Katherine Brockway.

Card of 6 watch crystal studio buttons of girls by Katherine A. Brockway of CT. All 
back marked with KAB and year. NBS Large (1 1/2”)

Studio Buttons $25.00 7:00 PM

294 Card of fourteen Paris Back 
buttons.

Card of 14 Paris Back buttons including patterns, plant life and a pearl. Back 
marked. NBS Small to Medium (5/8” - 1”)

Plant Life Buttons $25.00 7:00 PM

295 Card of seventeen snake 
buttons.

Card of 17 Snake buttons including sterling silver by Kevin Kinne, natural material, 2 
mother/daughter, Laurel Birch, etc. NBS Small to Large (3/8” - 1 7/16”)

Animal Buttons $25.00 7:00 PM

296 Card of twenty six fan buttons. Card of 26 Fan buttons including Bethlehem pearl, metal open work with steel, 
ceramic, carved pearl, enamel and more. NBS Small - Large (1/2” - 1 1/2”)

Object Buttons $25.00 7:00 PM

297 Card of twenty three rabbit 
buttons.

Card of 23 Rabbit buttons including Jade in metal, studio by S.S, pewter, brass, 
ceramic etc. NBS Small to Large (1/2” - 1 3/8”)

Animal Buttons $25.00 7:00 PM

298 Card of thirty three mice buttons 
including one uranium glass.

Card of 33 mice buttons including a uranium glass small mouse, studio by Lijepo, 
studio by Kevin Kinne, “Pied Piper of Hamlin”, natural material, celluloid cheese, 
vegetable ivory, brass, plastics, etc. NBS Small - Large (1/2” - 1 3/4”)

Animal Buttons $25.00 7:00 PM

299 Card of eleven Japanese fan 
buttons.

Card of 11 Japanese fan and people holding a fan buttons including Jasperware, 
Damascene and many identified from back of card in BBB. NBS Small - Large (1/2” - 
1 3/4”)

Object Buttons $25.00 6:30 PM

300 Card of thirty five ceramic 
buttons.

Card of 35 assorted ceramic buttons made in France and other countries including 
bows,  birds, horse and rider, shells, deer, bee and more. NBS Small - Large (5/8” - 1 
1/2”)

Ceramic Buttons $25.00 6:30 PM

301 Card of thirty seven ceramic 
buttons.

Card of 37 assorted ceramic buttons mostly made in France including birds, 
elephant, motorcycle, bee, pot chicks, harp, dog, butterfly and more. NBS Small - 
Medium (5/8” - 1”)

Ceramic Buttons $25.00 6:30 PM

302 Card of fifteen Vermont Pottery 
buttons.

Card of 15 Vermont Pottery buttons including dragonfly, flower, realistic leaf and 
more. NBS Large (1 5/16” - 2 1/2”)

Ceramic Buttons $25.00 6:30 PM

303 Card of forty seven mask 
buttons.

Card of 47 mask buttons including Bakelite, studio by Margret Olsen, Mexican, 
metals, stone, ceramic, natural materials and more. NBS Small - Large (1/2” - 1 7/8”)

Object Buttons $25.00 6:30 PM

304 Card of forty seven Halloween 
themed buttons.

Card of 47 Halloween themed buttons including Bakelite, white metal devil, ceramic, 
and plastics. NBS  Small - Large (1/2” - 2”)

Object Buttons $25.00 6:00 PM

305 Card of fifty one sewing themed 
buttons.

Card of 51 sewing themed buttons including scissors, measuring tape, sewing 
machine etc. NBS Small  - Large (1/2” - 1 1/2”)

Object Buttons $25.00 6:00 PM

306 Card of forty eight St. Patricks 
Day themed buttons.

Card of 48 St. Patricks Day themed buttons including clovers, hats, Bakelite, 
ceramic, celluloid, black glass and metals. NBS Diminutive - Medium (5/16” - 1 1/4”)

Object Buttons $25.00 6:00 PM

307 Card of eleven religious themed 
buttons.

Card of 11 religious themed buttons including sterling silver Madonna and child by 
Kevin Kinne, watch crystal by Wessel, Bethlehem pearl, Jasperware, ceramic and 
others. NBS Medium - Large (3/4” - 1 3/4”)

People Buttons $25.00 6:00 PM

308 Card of twenty story buttons. Card of 20 story buttons including “Flora and the Hind,” “Henny Penny,” “Robinson 
Crusoe,” “Rip Van Winkle,” ivoroid, Jasperware, and metals etc. NBS Small - Large 
(3/4” - 1 1/2”)

Story Buttons $25.00 6:00 PM

309 Card of twenty nine Egyptian 
themed buttons.

Card of 29 Egyptian themed buttons including horn inlay, yellow metals and white 
metals NBS Small - Large (1/2” - 1 1/2”)

People Buttons $25.00 5:30 PM

310 Card of forty two religious 
themed subjects.

Card of 42 religious themed subjects materials include brass, white metal, and fabric 
background. NBS Small - Large (9/16” - 1 5/8”)

People Buttons $25.00 5:30 PM

311 Card of nineteen people and 
other subject buttons.

Card of 19 assorted subject buttons. Materials include wood, composition, and 
metals. NBS Medium - Large (1 1/16” - 1 5/8”)

People Buttons $25.00 5:30 PM

312 Card of twenty story and fable 
buttons.

Card of 20 story and fable buttons including “D’Artagnan.” Winged lion, “Cock and 
the Jewel,” in various metals. NBS Small - Large (1/2” - 1 5/16”)

Story Buttons $25.00 5:30 PM

313 Card of forty six Asian themed 
buttons.

Card of 46 Asian themed buttons including Genghis Khan, Yama of the Dead, Yum 
Yum, Madame Chrysanthemum, etc. Mostly metals. NBS Small - Large (9/16” - 1 
5/8”)

People Buttons $25.00 5:30 PM

314 Card of thirty nine buffed 
celluloid buttons.

Card of 39 buffed celluloid buttons including a duck, crown, acorns, people, flowers, 
grapes, leaves etc. NBS Small - Large (5/16” - 1 5/16”)

Vintage Plastic Buttons $25.00 5:30 PM

315 Card of thirty four buffed 
celluloid buttons.

Card of 34 buffed celluloid buttons mostly patterns and one imitation sew through. 
NBS Small - Large (5/8” - 1  11/16”)

Vintage Plastic Buttons $25.00 5:30 PM
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316 Card of thirty four French 
textured plastic buttons.

Card of 34 French textured plastic buttons mostly cake icings, and other hot needle 
textured buttons. NBS Small - Large (5/8” - 1 7/8”)

Vintage Plastic Buttons $25.00 5:30 PM

317 Card of twenty four plastic with 
OME buttons.

Card of 24 plastic with OME buttons including rhinestones, glass, black glass etc. 
NBS Medium - Large (5/8” - 1 7/16”)

Vintage Plastic Buttons $25.00 5:30 PM

318 Card of forty three glass ball 
buttons.

Card of 43 glass ball buttons including uranium glass with dichroic streak, another 
uranium glass, spin shank, goldstone, etc. NBS Small (7/16” - 9/16”)

Glass Buttons $25.00 5:30 PM

319 An 18th c. Wedgwood Greek 
figures set in pearl button.

RARE (3 OMEs) 18th c. Pearl button with Wedgwood of Greek figures (2 men and a 
horse) in a gilt collet with faceted“seed” shaped cut-steels. Similar to (and likely from 
same set) BBB plate 88 row 3 center. Note close up picture of Wedgwood. NBS 
Large (1 3/8”)

18th c. Buttons $25.00 7:30 PM

320 Large SCARCE Corolene on 
ceramic button of a water lily.

Large SCARCE 19th c. Corolene on ceramic button set in gilded metal of a water lily. 
Ceramic is numbered on back. Design painted in enamel of a syrupy consistency 
over the ceramic then covered with tiny glass balls fused to the button and each 
other high enough to fuse the enamel. NBS Large (1 1/2”)

Ceramic Buttons $25.00 7:30 PM

321 AMAZING Italian micro mosaic 
button of flowers set in copper.

Large AMAZING Italian micro mosaic of flowers in an oval of blue glass and set in 
tooled copper button. Created from tiny fragments of glass, called tesserae. Late 
19th - early 20th c. NBS Large (1 1/2”)

Glass in Metal Buttons $25.00 7:30 PM

322 Cameo carved helmet shell 
button of Mercury (?).

Cameo carved helmet shell button of Mercury (Hermes) (?) prong set in brass with 
faceted cut steels and open work. NBS Large (1 1/2”)

Pearl and Shell 
Buttons

$25.00 7:30 PM

323 UNUSUAL 19th c. asymmetrical 
enamel button of a woman (Little 
Bo Peep?)

UNUSUAL 19th c. shaped painted enamel with Champlevé enamel of Little Bo 
Peep(?) with open work border with various sized pastes. Champlevé is an 
enameling technique which consists of cutting away cells in a metal plate and filling 
the depressions with pulverized vitreous enamel. Note enamel streak on her face.  
NBS Large (1 1/2” wide)

Enamel Buttons $25.00 7:30 PM

324 A 19th c. Champlevé enamel and 
jewel button. 

19th c. Champlevé enamel pierced stamped brass button with light blue jewel 
(faceted cut glass). NBS Large (1 3/8”)

Enamel Buttons $25.00 7:00 PM

325 A 19th c. pewter button of 
sunset over water.

19th c. Bright cut pewter design of sunset over water with stamped brass rim of 
heart and fleur de lys border.  NBS Large (1 1/2”)

19th c. Buttons $25.00 7:00 PM

326 A 19th c. steel-cup button with 
jewel and cut-steels.

19th c. Steel-cup button with blue jewel (faceted cut glass) set with many faceted 
cut-steels. NBS Large ( 1 1/2”)

19th c. Buttons $25.00 7:00 PM

327 A 19th c. button of English 
Springer Spaniel.

Late 19th c. button of an English Springer Spaniel of cut paper over pearl (?) under 
glass set in stamped brass.NBS Large (1 1/2”)

Animal Buttons $25.00 7:00 PM

328 A 19th c. Button of multi colored 
glass set in brass.

Late 19th c. button with glass made to look like a gemstone with swirls of white and 
blue glass set in stamped brass with open work.  NBS Large (1 5/16”)

Glass in Metal Buttons $25.00 7:00 PM

329 Gorgeous Victorian Jewel button. Victorian Jewel button. Stamped brass with open work with green “jeweled” border 
(faceted cut glass) and a faux domed gemstone center. Late 19th c. - 20th c. NBS 
Large (1 1/2”)

Jeweled Buttons $25.00 7:00 PM

330 A 19th c. beautiful button with 
pastes.

Stamped gilded and silvered brass with open work and brilliants (pastes). Four 
borders including a leaf border. NBS Large (1 1/2”)

19th c. Buttons $25.00 7:00 PM

331 Gay 90’s type jewel button. Gay 90’s type button with interrupted tulip border. Stamped brass with imitation 
gemstone glass center surrounded by faceted pastes. German back mark. NBS 
Large (1 5/8”)

Jeweled Buttons $25.00 7:00 PM

332 Extra large glass button of 
Cleopatra with rosette shank. 

Extra large green glass button with rosette shank of Cleopatra with border of 
Egyptian hieroglyphics. Early 20th c. NBS Large (1 7/8”)

Glass Buttons $25.00 6:30 PM

333 Victorian handkerchief corner 
button “Ivy Leaves on a Fence”

“Ivy Leaves on a Fence” - Stamped and tinted brass handkerchief corner button with 
faceted cut steels. BBB - plate #259 #1. NBS Large (1 1/2”)

Plant Life Buttons $25.00 6:30 PM

334 “Reaper Taking a Nap” brass 
button.

“Reaper Taking a Nap” under a tree with his scythe and wheat cut out of brass over 
darkened metal plate with white metal collet and decorative brass inner border. BBB 
plate 209 #4 (Larger version). Note small dent on rim.  NBS Large (1 3/4”)

Story Buttons $25.00 6:30 PM

335 Gay 90’s type blue jewel button. Gay 90’s type button with fleur de lis border. Stamped brass with imitation gemstone 
blue glass center. NBS Large (1 1/2”)

Jeweled Buttons $25.00 6:00 PM

336 “Skating in Central Park” 
Jasperware studio button by 
Stella Rzanski.

Jasperware studio buttons by artist Stella Rzanski of “Skating in Central Park”. Back 
marked by artist, made in 1996. NBS Large  (1 9/16”)

Story Buttons $25.00 6:00 PM

337 Victorian copper flowers in 
silvered brass button.

Stamped copper flowers set in stamped silvered brass with double border - 
including fleur de lys border. Victorian. NBS Large  (1 1/2”)

Plant Life Buttons $25.00 5:30 PM

338 Victorian button of stamped 
brass with steels.

Stamped pierced brass with faceted cut steel over smooth brass. Victorian. Note 
replaced shank. NBS Large (1 1/2”)

Metal Buttons $25.00 5:30 PM

339 FABULOUS card of 42 small 
livery buttons.

Card of 42 small livery buttons including a RARE silver oval with an escutcheon, 
triple crest, fancy border, belts of distinction, mourning finish, etc. NBS Small (11/16” 
- 3/4”)

Livery Buttons $25.00 7:30 PM
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